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Riemann-Stieltjes Quasi-Martingale Integration 
MICHAEL D. BRENNAN 
University of Arizona 
Communicated by S. Watanabe 
Stochastic integration of left continuous integrands with respect to quasi- 
martingales is developed as the pathwise limit of Riemann-Stieltjes sums. The 
procedure is extended to right continuous integrands. 
The usual approach to stochastic integration with respect to a quasi- 
martingale, X, is to decompose into X= M + V, where M is a local 
martingale and V is a process with paths of bounded variation. For suitable 
f, If dX is defined as 1 f&4+ l fdV where the first integral is an Ito- 
integral based on L2-isometries obtained from the Doob decomposition of 
squared martingales and the second integral is the pathwise 
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. From the standpoint of stochastic modeling of 
physical applications, there are some drawbacks to this procedure. 
Knowledge of any decomposition, X = M + V, may be difficult to obtain 
from an observation of the process. Further, the integral Y = I faX may 
model a physical situation where the input X is some form of stochastic 
“noise” and Y is the output. Mathematical models of noise are generally 
martingales (often Brownian motion) and the integral is interpreted as an 
Ito-integral, but in actual physical situations X has paths of bounded 
variation and the integral with respect to the physical X would be a pathwise 
Riemann-Stieltjes integral. Since the interpretations of the integral are 
different for the model input and actual input, questions of the reliability of 
the model arise. A general discussion and philosophy of this point of view is 
given in McShane [5]. 
With a view towards applications, a Riemann-Stieltjes quasi-martingale 
integral is developed. The main result is that for left continuous integrands, 
J f dX can be evaluated as the pathwise limit of Riemann-Stieltjes sums. 
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Additionally the procedure extends in a natural way to right continuous 
integrands provided the jumps of X are suitably bounded. 
Section 1 develops some necessary facts about quasi-martingales. 
Section 2 develops the basic Riemann-Stieltjes stochastic integral and 
Section 3 extends the results to right continuous integrands. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (0, F, P) be a complete probability space. (F,,, n > 0) is a discrere- 
time increasing family of o-subalgebras of F if (1) F, is P-complete and (2) 
F,, G Fm if n < m. {F,, t 2 0) is a continuous-time increasing family of u- 
subalgebras if (1) F,, is P-complete, (2) F, G Fl if s < t and (3) F, = A,,, F,. 
A family which satisfies (3) is right continuous. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An adapted process {X,, F,, n > 0) c L’(0, F, P) is a 
discrete-time quasi-martingale with variation K if 
(l-1) 
An adapted process {X,, F,, t > 0) is a continuous-time quasi-martingale 
with variation K if 
-Xt,~FI,)~):O(to<tl<t,<~~~}=K<co. (1.2) 
The modifiers “discrete time” and “continuous time” will be dropped 
when it is clear from context which type of quasi-martingale or increasing 
family is under discussion. 
It is clear from (1.1) (or (1.2)) that martingales, submartingales such that 
supE(X,) < ~0, and supermartingales such that inf E(X,,) > - OJ are 
examples of quasi-martingales. 
A discrete-time process {A,, I;,, n 2 0 1 is called predictable if A 0 is F,,- 
measurable and A,, is F,,-,-measurable for n > 1. The next proposition gives 
the Doob decomposition for discrete-time quasi-martingales. It is due to 
Doob who proved and utilized it for sub- and supermartingale sequences (cf. 
Doob [4]). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X = IX,,, F,, , n > 0) c L’(s), F, P) be a process, 
then X decomposes uniquely as X, = M, + A,, a.e., where (M,, F,, n > 0) is 
a martingale and (A,, F,,, n > 0) is predictable with A, = 0. X is a quasi- 
martingale with variation K if and only if CFzo E(IA,+, - Akl) = K ( co. 
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ProoJ: Set A,=O, A,=C:!iE(X,+,--X,[I;,) for n>l and 
M,=X,-A, for n&O. 
If {V,,F~,n)O}cLm(P) and {X,,F;,,n>O}cL’(P), then the formula 
(V*x),= v&l, 
n-1 
(V*x),= voxo+ c Vkwk+l-xk)r n> 1, (1.3) 
k=O 
defines a new {F;,} adapted L’-process called the transform of (X,) by {V,}. 
Burkholder [l] studied such transforms when (X,} is a martingale. Two of 
his results are that {(I’ * X),} is a martingale and if supkGn 1 V, I< 1 a.e., 
then 
Using Proposition 1.2, these results extend to quasi-martingales. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let {X,,, F,, n >, 0) be a quasi-martingale with 
variation K and ( V,, , F,, , n > 0) satisfy sup, 1 V, / < 1 a.e., then {(V * X), ) is 
a quasi-martingale with variation a and 
Proof. 
PisuP l(v* x)kI > hj < WV~WnII~ +K)- 
k<n 
(1.5) 
,f E(IE((V*X)k+,-(v*X)k~Fk)o 
k=O 
= f E(iE(Vk(xk+, - xk) 1 Fk)l) 4 5 E(IE(xk+ I- xk 1 Fk;k)l> = K, 
k=O k=O 
which shows {(V * X),, 1 is a quasi-martingale of variation SK. 
For the second part, let X,, = M,, + A, be the Doob decomposition of 
PfsuP Itv* x)ki > nj 
k<n 
,<p{$(v*M),t > 31/d} +p{suP t(v*A),l >A/41 
k<n 
< w/4 bal +p 
1 
n-1 
c 1 vkl IAk+l -&I > A/4 
I 
bY (1.4) 
k=O 
II-1 
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Defining an integral consists of converting sums of the form 
c vk(Xk+ 1 -X,) to an integral s V, dX, by a limit operation. This requires 
an appropriate space with a topology. Given {J’(, t > 0}, an increasing 
family, denote as M( {F,}) the space of all real valued (F,}-adapted processes 
such that ~~~~~~~~ IA is an extended real valued F,-measurable random 
variable for each s > 0. (M({F(}) contains all separable processes.) The 
notation A4 will be used if {Ft} is clear from context. If XE M and YE M 
are such that P{w : X,(o) = Y,(o) for all t > 0 / = 1, X and Y are said to be 
ind~stingaishub~e. For X E M and YE M, X = Y means X and Y are 
indistinguishable. 
Let r be the topology on M generated by sequential uniform convergence 
in P-measure on compact time intervals. Thus X” +‘X if for each E > 0 and 
T > 03 p+upo<,<, IX:--X,j>~}+Oasn-tco. 
For each T > 0 and X E M, set 
@SW = suPo<or<T IX,1 
1 + sup,<,<, IX,1 
if the sup is finite, 
= 1 otherwise, 
then set d(X) = Cz= 1 E(@,(X))/2”. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. The map (X, Y) I--+ d(X - I’) defines an invariant 
metric on M such that z and the metric topology induced by d( .) are 
equivalent; (M, d) is a complete metric space. 
The proof is straightforward. 
The following subsets of M({F,}) are of interest: 
C({F,}) = {XE M: t N X,(W) is continuous for almost all w), 
RL((F,}) = {X E M: t M X,(w) is right continuous with left-hand 
limits for almost all o), 
LR( {F(}) = {X E M: t H X,(w) is left continuous with right-hand 
limits for almost all w). 
The above sample path properties are retained under t-convergence as seen 
from : 
PROPOSITION 1.5. C, RL and LR are each r-closed subsets of M. 
ProoJ: Let {X”) c C (RL or LR) and X” -+* X. Let T > 0 be fixed but 
arbitrary, and set A(i, n) = {supoctGr IX: -X,1 > l/2’}. By r-convergence, 
there exists increasing integers {n(k)} such that P{A(k, n(k))} < 1/2k. By the 
Borel-Cantelli lemma, P{L A(k, n(k))} = 0. Hence, for almost all o, 
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X”‘k’(t, o) converges to X(t, w) uniformly for t E [0, T], and X(., w) is 
continuous (right continuous with left limits or left continuous with right 
limits) on [0, T]. Since T is arbitrary, XE C (RL or LR). 
Orey [lo] showed that every quasi-martingale has sample paths which 
admit right- and left-hand limits. Subsequently, attention will be restricted to 
quasi-martingales in RL. Set QM({F,}) = {X E M: X is a quasi-martingale 
and XE RL). 
The following stopping time concepts are needed: 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let {Ft, t > 0) be an increasing family. Set F, = V, F,. 
A map a:f2-+lRt~ (03) is a stopping time of {F,} if, for each tE [0, co], 
{a < t} E F,. 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let u be a stopping time. The u-algebra F(a) = 
(A c 0:A n {a < t} E F, for each t E [0, co]} is called the a-algebra of 
events prior to a. 
The following notations will be used : X;(w) = X0(& o) = X(0(w) A t, w). 
X” is the process X stopped at u. X o u(w) = X@(o), o) and by convention 
X o u = 0 on {u = co}. If X is right continuous and adapted, then 
X0 E M({F,}) and X o u is F(u) measurable. Other properties and basic 
operations with stopping times are detailed in Rao [9]. 
If {F,,, n > 0) is a discrete-time increasing family, then a stopping time u 
of {F,} is defined as above except that the range of u is N U {a}. If 
{M,, F,, n ) 0} is a martingale, u a stopping time and ui < uz < b two 
bounded stopping times, then {ME, F,, n > 0) is a martingale and 
E(M 0 uz 1 F(u,)) = A4 0 u, a.e. This is Doob’s optional sampling theorem for 
martingales. Proofs and extensions are found in Doob [4] or Rao [9]. These 
results extend to discrete-time quasi-martingales. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let {X,,, F,, n > 0} be a quasi-martingale with 
variation K. 
(a) If u is a stopping time of {I;,, }, then {Xz, F, , n > 0) is a quasi- 
martingale with variation a. 
(b) If (a,,}~=, is a nondecreasing sequence of stopping times satisfying 
P(u, < b,} = 1 for real numbers {b,}, then (X0 u,, F(u,), n >O} is a quasi- 
martingale with variation ,cK. 
Proof. (a) X; = X0 + C3:: x,~,~,(X~+ 1 -Xi) = (V * X), , where V,, = 
Xlo>nl* By Proposition 1.3, {X;} is a quasi-martingale with variation G. 
(b) Let X, = M,, + A, be the Doob decomposition of X, then X 0 6, = 
Mou,+Aou,. Since u,<b, a.e., E(]M~u,])<E(]M,~]), E((A ou,,l)<K 
and X 0 u, E L,(P). 
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By Doob’s optional sampling theorem, each summand of the first sum is 
zero a.e. The second sum is dominated by E(C IA o un+ 1 -A o u,l) 6 
EtCl4,~ -A,l)<K. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let XE QM with variation K. 
(a) If u is a stopping time, then X” E QM and has variation ,U. 
(b) If {u,,}~~~ is a nondecreasing sequence of stopping times and 
u,, ( b, a.e. for each n, the{X 0 IS,,, F(u,), n > 0) is a discrete-time quasi- 
martingale with variation ,U. 
Proof. (a) and (b) follow from Proposition 1.8a and b by a limit 
argument. Since the proof of (a) is similar to the proof of (b), only (b) will 
be proved. 
If u is a stopping time of {Fl}, define a new stopping time u” of {F(i/2”), 
i > 0) by u”(w) = (i + 1)/2” if u(w) E [i/2”, (i + 1)/2”). By Proposition 1.8, 
( 
j-l 
E & IE(Xo 4+1 -Xou;:IF(u;))l <K 
1 
(1.6) 
for all j > 1 and n > 1. Letting n + Q, in (1.6) is justified by the following 
steps : 
(1) x o a: +X 0 uk a.e. right continuity of X(., o) and the definition 
of a;. 
(2) The sequence {X 0 ai, n > 1 } is uniformly integrable. Thus by (l), 
Xou~-+Xou, in Limean. 
Proof of (2). Let E > 0. For any a.e. bounded stopping time u, the 
decreasing sequence {u” } z’, satisfies 
E ~&E(XW”-XWJ~-’ 
( 
I W’+l))l) Q K 
or else Proposition 1.8b is contradicted. Hence there exists n, such that 
nge, E(J E(X 0 u” - X 0 u” + ’ 1 F(u” + ‘))I) < E. (1.7) 
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Form>n,, 
< E((X 0 fJ”O) x t,yoom>d,) + E C (E(X 0 0” -X 0 a”+’ 
II=“0 
I FV’+ ‘)I) 9 
(1.8) 
PV o urn > Al < (l/n) E(X o umXtxwm>,J 
~(l/n)E(~X~u”“~)-E((X~um-x~uo”o)~,,,,,>n,) 
< (l/i) Jqx 0 u”O) + K), 
which shows that the first term on the right side of (1.8) goes to zero 
uniformly in m as il + co; the second term is bounded by E from (1.7). This 
shows E(X 0 u”‘~,~~~>~,) -+ 0 uniformly in m as J + co, and a similar 
argument shows hm, - JG o ~mX~xoom< -II ) = 0. This proves (2). 
(3) E(X O 4t I 1 I;($)) + E(X o uk + 1 I F(uk)) in L’-mean since 
IIWXo $+I 1 W3 - EtX o uk+ I 1 Ftu,))ll, 
<Ills&,- xoukt~~~~+~~E~Xouk+~~F~u~~~-EE(Xoukt~~P~ok~~~~,~ 
As n + co, the first terms goes to zero by (2) and the second term goes to 
zero by the martingale convergence theorem. Letting n + 00 in (1.6) and 
applying (2) and (3) gives 
Letting j + co completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 1.10. A sequence {a,}~!-, of stopping times is called a chain 
if a,=0 a.e., u,Qu,+i a.e. and u,+ co a.e. as n-+ co. If XEM, a chain 
{u,} is an e-chainforxifu, < u,,+i on~,,,+,<~, and 
P(w: sup IX,@) -Xs@I < El = 1 for n > 0. 
s,te(on(w),o.+I(wf) 
If X E M is such that the maps t t+ X,(w) have two-sided limits a.e., then 
there always exists an a-chain for X defined inductively by 
u. = 0, 
ok+i(a) = inf{t: t > ok(w), [Xt(o)-X(ok(w) + , w)l > e/2} 
and inf{a) = 00. 
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If (cr, } and {o;) are two chains, (a,) refines 10; } if for a.a. OJ 
M,(w)/ = lu,(w)l. F or t wo chains there is always a third chain which 
refines them both. 
DEFINITION 1.11. For stopping times u < t, the sets 
((u, 5)) = {(t, w): u(w) < t < r(m)}, 
[[a, r>> = {(k w): 4w) <t < r(m)I, 
((u, r]l = {(t, w): u(w) < t< 4W>}, 
[[c 71 I = ((4 w): u(o) < t < r(m)} 
are called stochastic intervals. 
DEFINITION 1.12. A left continuous step process is a process f E M( {E;}) 
such that 
(a) Ilw I.Alll, < 00, 
(b) There exists a chain (a,jFzO such that 
where Jo is I;,-measurable and f, is F(u,)-measurable. 
Iff is given by (1.9) and {a:) refines {a,}, then 
is indistinguishable from J 
The class of left continuous step processes will be denoted LSP((F,}). 
Note LR = LSP. 
2. THE RIEMANN-STIELTJES STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL 
This section develops an integral for processes in LR with respect to 
quasi-martingales. The basic idea is to define the integral in the obvious 
manner on elements of LSP and then utilize (1.5) to extend it to the T- 
closure of LSP (=LR). It will be shown that these integrals can always be 
calculated as the uniform ae limit of Riemann-Stieltjes sums over 1/2”- 
chains. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. If f E LSP with representation (1.9) and X E QM, the 
stochastic integral off with respect to X is the stochastic process 
f& w> !-+ jl,c4 X,(w) + 5 .u~)(x~+‘(~> - XXW)). (2.1) n=O 
The following notation will be used: As an element of M, the process (2.1) 
will be denoted by If dX. The random variable which is the process (2.1) at 
time t will be denoted li f dX. The value of this random variable at the point 
w  will be denoted jk f dX(o). 
Part (c) of the next theorem will allow the extension of the stochastic 
integral to integrands in LR. 
THEOREM 2.2. The map (f, X) t+ l f dX from LSP X QM to M defined 
by (2.1) has the following properties: 
(a) It is well defined in the sense that r f and g in LSP are 
indistinguishable, but with possibly d$erent representations (1.9), then 
Iffl=h~. 
(b) It is bilinear. 
(c) It is continuous in the first variable for fixed X E QM. 
(c) Fir f E LSP and X E QM with variation K, ( f dX E QM and 
has variation @C 11 sup, If,1 (la,. 
Proof. (a) is straightforward but tedious. 
(b) Bilinearity is obvious from (2.1) except possibly for 
l f dx + I g dX = I (f + g) dX. But this is evident when f and g are given 
representations having the same chain (on) since this does not change the 
integrals by (a). 
(c) Choose and fix X E QM. By linearity it suffices to prove 
continuity at 0 E M. Suppose {f”} c LSP and f n -+’ 0. Let E > 0 and T > 0 
be fixed but arbitrary. The proof will be complete when it is shown that 
P@uPo<r<T Ijh f" dXI > E} < E for n sufficiently large. However, 
examination of (2.1) shows that j f n dX E RL (belongs to C if X E C). So, it 
suffices to show P(sup,,, 1s; f” dx( > E) < E if n > no when 1c[O, T] is any 
finite set independent of no. 
Choose and fix 6 > 0 such that 286(1(X,ll, + K)/E < e/2, where K 
is the variation of X. Let no be such that n > no implies 
P{sup,<,<, If :I > S} < s/2. Fix n > no and let Z c [0, T] be given. 
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By refining the chain {ok} if necessary, it may be assumed that I c {u,Jo)} 
f-or each WE 0. set A, = uk A T ,  & = !oX,,~~,<~I and gk = fkx,,,k,<&,,k<T,’ 
k?OxO + k$o gkcXo 1k+, - xo ik)l > &I + bd2)’ 
Apply Proposition 1.9b and then formula (1.5) to conclude the first term on 
the right is less than 286(1(X,)], + K)/ E, which is less than c/2 by choice of 6. 
Hence P( sup 1 j fn dX[ > E} < E. Since n was arbitrary except for being an,, 
this equation holds for all n > n,, and the proof of (c) is complete. 
(d) is proved by an application of Proposition 1.9b and 
Proposition 1.3. 
By Theorem 2.2c, the map (f, X)M j f dx from LSP x QM to QM is 
(uniformly) continuous in f for fixed X. The completeness of M allows this 
map to be extended uniquely as a map from LR X QM to QM. This 
extension will also be denoted ( f dX and is called the stochastic integral of 
f with respect to X. The integral s f dX for f E LR has properties (a), (b) 
and (c) of Theorem 2.2. By Proposition 1.5, l f aXE RL and belongs to C if 
X E C. However, (d) may fail; it is easy to construct examples where I f dx 
is not contained in L*(P). Additionally, inequality (1.5) extends to stochastic 
integrals. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let f E LR and X E QM, then 
plo%IJ-o t f dx I I- > A < (28/A) (I o;r& if,lbm (IIxrtl~ +K). 
(2.2) 
Proof. (2.2) holds for step processes as in the proof of Theorem 2.2~. 
For f E LR set 
f’ = foX[o, + k$o f  @k + 7 > &(ok.ok+ll19 
where {ak ) is an e-chain for J: For 0 < 6 < 1, 
(2.3) 
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Letting E + 0, the first term on the right goes to zero by the definition of the 
integral; the second term is bounded by the right side of (2.2) with A 
replaced by &. Letting S+ 1 completes the proof. 
The next theorem shows that the stochastic integral of processes in LR is 
essentially a Riemann-Stieltjes integral. It provides a means for computation 
and possibly numerical approximation for applications. 
THEOREM 2.4. 
(4 rffEC, 
where z = { 0 = to < t, < t, < . . . } is Q partition of IR + and ) xl = 
max~fk+l-tk~~ 
(b) U-f ELK 
f dx = +iI$ fox, + 5 f (ok + )(rk+’ - r”)9 
k=O 
where {ok} is an arbitrary c-chain for $ 
(cl If-f ELK 
uniformly on compact time intervals for a.a. o provided {a;} is an arbitrary 
I/2”-chain for jI 
Proof. (a) and (b) follow from the definition of the integral. For (c) let 
f 1= f’ in (2.3) with E = l/2”; by (2.2) 
and the result follows by the Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
As an application Theorem 2.4 makes it clear that the stochastic integral 
agrees with other integral definitions which X is specialized. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose f E LR, XE QM and all sample paths t I+ X,(w) 
are of bounded variation, then for almost all o E 0 the Riemann-Stieltjes 
integral ji f (s, w) X(ds, w) is well defined and indistinguishable from j f dx 
by Theorem 2.4b. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let X be a square-integrable martingale with 
E(Xf - X,’ ( Fs) = (X), - (X), , f E LR and E (h If, 1’ d(X), < 0~) for each 
t > 0, then the Ito-integral (1) 1 f dX is well defined. For f’ defined by (2.3) 
lt f’dx= (I) jh f’dx. As E + 0, f’+* f and f’+ f in L’(P@ d(X)); 
therefore J”; f dX= (I) j&f a’X a.e. and Jf dX is indistinguishable from a 
right continuous version of the Ito-integral. 
For Lp analysis, the following norms and notations are introduced: 
m m  = II ofy)r 1x4 IIP l<p<co, O<T<a& 
K;(X) = sup 
Ill 
2 IE(X,,+, - X,! 1 Ql 
II 
: 0 < to < . < t, < T . 
i=O P I 
THEOREM 2.5. There exist constants, A,, depending only on p, such that 
forfELR andXEQM 
(a> for P > 1, 
N,’ 
(1 ) f d-x < ApN:tf W,ll, + K;(x)). 
If T= 00, replace llxTllp by supt ll~tllp. 
(2.5) 
(b) for P = 1, 
NT 
and the set {supIGT 
N;(X) < co. 
Cc> for P > 1, 
CM?r&-)(N:Q + ~~P3) (2.6) 
ISS ~lxxf) G 11 is uniformly integrable provided 
K,' 
(i 1 
fa G%f)K,T(X) (2.7) 
provided X satisfies the conditions of (a) or (b). 
ProoJ Formulas (2.5) and (2.6) hold for discrete-time quasi-martingales 
replacing If u!X by f * X and changing to discrete-time index set. Utilizing 
the discrete Doob decomposition, the proof is very similar to the proof of 
Proposition 1.3. The inequalities for the martingale part are found in 
Burkholder [ 1 ] for p > 1 and Burkholder [2] for p = 1. 
The extension from transforms to step processes is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 2.2~. Defining f’ by (2.3), NL(f - f ‘) --) 0 as E + 0, which proves 
(2.5) and (2.6) for general f E LR. 
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For the uniform integrability statement of (b), NT(X) < co implies the set 
{C& ]E(X,,+, - X,, 1 FJ : 0 Q t, < . ’ < t, < T} is uniformly integrable; this 
observation is due to Rao [8]. It is well known (e.g., Rao [9]) that there 
exists a Young’s function O( . ) such that @(x)/x T 00 as x -+ 0 and 
(sup,<, IX,], C& JE(X,,+, -Xti 1 FJ]} G L'. As in the proof of (2.5), this 
implies E@(sup,<, (J f dx]) is uniformly bounded for N&(J) Q 1. 
(c) holds for step processes as in the proof of Theorem 2.2d, and 
holds in the limit by (2.5) for p > 1 and by the second part of (b) for p = 1. 
Remarks 2.6. 
(1) Let X E QM, by Rao [8] X has a unique Riesz decomposition 
X = M + Vt - V-, where M is a martingale and V+ and V- are potentials 
(positive supermartingales converging to zero in L,) such that 
E(I/,+ + V;) = K,(X). Denote I’+ + I/- as 2, then for p > 1, K%(X) < 
pNF(X) (cf. Neveu ( 11, p. 1741). This observation will be useful for stopping 
time reductions. 
(2) Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5, JfdXE QM, however, 
when the conditions of the theorem fail Y = j f ti may fail to belong to 
QM, nevertheless it seems likely that for h E LR 
pY=pfdx (2.8) 
should make sense. In the theory developed so far only the right side of (2.8) 
is defined. This leads to the conclusion the class of integrators should be 
enlarged. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let X E M( IF,}), X is a semi-martingale if there exists 
a chain {a,) and a sequence {Xn} c Qil4 such that for each n > 0, X = X” on 
[ [0, a,)). The sequence {(a,, X”)} is said to reduce X. 
The class of semi-martingales will be denoted SM({F,]). Every quasi- 
martingale is evidently a semi-martingale. Every semi-martingale is right 
continuous with left limits. 
Definition 2.7 is not the standard definition of a semi-martingale found in 
Meyer [6]. Definition 2.7 is, however, more natural within the 
Riemann-Stieltjes development of stochastic integration where quasi- 
martingales play a central role. (2), below, is the definition of a semi- 
martingale in Meyer [6]. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. The following are equivalent: 
(1) X is a semi-martingale. 
(2) X = A4 + V where M is a local martingale and V has paths of 
bounded (but possibly not integrable) variation. 
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ProoJ (1) imples (2): Let {(on, X’)} reduce X. Isolate the jumps in X at 
on of magnitude >I. This will be a process of bounded variation since 
X E RL. The remaining process will be a local quasi-martingale. 
That (2) implies (1) is clear. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let X E SM, then there exists ((an, X”)} reducing X 
such that Nz(X”) < n and c(p) < 2n. 
Proof. Let ((A,,, Z”)} d re uce X. By a result of Rao [8] there exist 
positive supermartingales w” and u” such that Z: = W: - v;l for t E [0, n]. 
Set u,, = inf(t: W: > n/2 or V: > n/2} A J,, A n and X” = (W” A (n/2)) - 
(U” A (n/2)); {(on, X”)} is the desired sequence. 
For f E LSP and X E SM, the stochastic integral j f dX is defined by 
Eq. (2.1). Extension to LR requires showing that if f’ -+’ 0 in LSP, then 
~f”dX-+‘O. Let ((a,,Xk)} reduce X, then 
Fixing k such that P{o, < T} < e/2 and then letting n -+ co, the right side is 
eventually smaller than E by Theorem 2.2. The stochastic integral If dx is 
now well defined for f E LR and X E SM. Additionally, Theorem 2.4 
remains true when X E SM and the class of semi-martingales is closed under 
integration. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let f E LR and X E SM, then j f aXE SM. 
Proof. Let ((on, X”)] be the bounded reducing sequence given 
Proposition 2.9. 
$-n V f A n) dX” 
Set &=inf{t:]f,]>n}Aa,, then IfdX= 
on [ [0, I,)). ( (-n V f A n) dX” is a quasi-martingale by 
Theorem 2.5 and Remark 2.6.1. 
By the remarks following Theorem 2.4, it is clear that j f dx and 
the process (1) If dM + I], f (s, . ) V(ds, ) are indistinguishable when 
X=M+ v. 
The next concept arises in the development of stochastic calculus. It was 
introduced, in the form below, for right continuous martingales by Millar 
[7 ]. Suppose X and Y belong to SM and that {ofi} is an s-chain for both X 
and Y. Set 
V(X, Y, {a,}, E) =x0 Y. + 5 (,.+’ - ,“)(yo”+ -. P) (2.9) 
n=O 
= xy- fJ ,.(,,+I - pn) - -f ,.(,,,' -x-q. 
n=o n=o 
(2.10) 
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Since X E RL, C$!CO XU”~,,,.,o.+,ll +’ X- as E + 0, whatever is the 
choice of the e-chains. (For X E RL, X- E LR is defined by X0 = 0 
and X; = lim,Tr X, for t > 0.) By Theorem 2.4b, the two sums in 
(2.10) r-converge to (X- dY and l Y- dX, respectively. Hence 
r-lim, + V(X, Y, {cm J, E) is well defined and is independent of {a,}. 
DEFINITION 2.11. The r-limit of (2.9) as E + 0 is called the quadratic 
covariation of X and Y and denoted V(X, Y). If X = Y, V(X, X) = V(X) is 
called the quadratic variation of X. 
The random variables which are the values of these processes at time t will 
be denoted Vl(X, Y) and V,(X), respectively. By the remarks following 
(2. lo), 
V,(X,Y)=X,Y,- ‘Y-dX-fX-dY. 
I 0 0 
(2.11) 
Formula (2.11) is the stochastic analog of the classical integration by parts 
formula. 
From (2.9) it is clear that the map t w V,(X)(w) is a.e. nondecreasing. 
Thus V(X) has sample paths of bounded variation and belongs to SM. From 
(2.9) or (2.10), it is also clear that the map (X, Y) w  V(X, Y) is symmetric, 
bilinear which is sufficient to imply V(X + I’) - V(X - Y) = 4 V(X, Y). Thus 
V(X, Y) has sample paths of bounded variation and belongs to SW, (2.11) 
yields the nonobvious result that XY E SM. 
3. THE INTEGRAL OF PROCESSES IN RL 
This section develops the Riemann-Stieltjes stochastic integral of 
processes in RL with respect to semi-martingales. This theory differs from 
that of Section 2 in that a more delicate analysis of jumps is required. 
For f E RL, f - E LR is defined by f 0 = 0 and f; = lim, ~~ f, for t > 0. 
This notation was introduced in the preceding section. Set Af = f, - f; ; Af, 
measures the size of the jump off at s. 
The first result bounds the size of the jumps of a semi-martingale. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let XE SM, then CoGsGl [AX,)* < 2V,(X) - Xt a.e. 
Proof. For E > 0 denote as N(o) the number of points s E [0, t] such 
that IAX,(w)l > E. N(w) is almost everywhere finite. Let {a,} be a &chain for 
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X with 0 < 6 < E. If /dX,(w)( > E, then r = un+ 1(o) for some n > 0 or r = 0. 
If r # 0, 
lAXr(~)l< IX o fJ n+ 1(m) -x o fJ”(w>l + IX o a,(w) - X;(o)1 
< Ix;“+‘(w) - Xyqo)l + 6, 
IAx,(w)l* < 2(X?+‘(w) - X~“(w# + 26*, 
which implies 
IIAXsl >tt < x;.<d + 2 2 (c+‘(w) - x’I”(W))* + 26*iv(O). 
o<s<t n=o 
Letting 6 + 0 gives 
c I%@d’x I IAXsl >cl < 2vt(x)(w) -xi(0)* 
o<s<t 
Letting E + 0 completes the proof. 
Development of the integral for processes in RL, requires the introduction 
of the right continuous analog of LSP: 
DEFINITION 3.2. A right continuous step process is a process 
f E M( {F,}) such that 
(4 KXf> < ah 
(b) there exists a chain (a,} such that 
f& a) = E f,(w) XIIonm+,dt’ 0>9 n=O (3.1) 
where each f, is #‘(a,) measurable. 
The class of right continuous step processes will be denoted RSP({F,)). 
Note that RSP = RL. 
DEFINITION 3.3. If f E RSP with representation (3.1) and XE SM the 
stochastic integral off with respect to X is the process 
(6 WI- 2 fn(w)((X-I;“+* - (X-),““) + f, AX,. (3.2) 
n=o 
This process will be denoted j f dx as before. 
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If fE RSP is given by (3.1) then f - = ~~~p=o’fn~~c,,l,,O~+,,l belongs to LSP. 
A short calculation shows that 
,,‘f dX=l,‘f - dx+ ,;<,, Af,Ax,. (3.3) 
The right side sum is well defined since Afs(o) = 0 for 0 Q s < t except at 
finitely many s points. (3.3) shows that Definition 3.3 is consistent with the 
previous work of Section 2 in the sense that (3.3) holds for the classical 
Riemann-Stieltjes integrals. 
DEFINITION 3.4. A process f E RL is integrable with respect to X E SM 
if z-h l fc dX exists as E -+ 0, where f’ = C;& (f o uJ~~~~~,~,,+,~~ for an E- 
chain {u.,}. 
The r-convergence in Definition 3.4 must be independent of the choice of 
e-chains. If 0 < E’ < E, then {oi’} may or may not refine lo’,}. The limit 
process will be denoted If dx as before. 
A few results on stopping times need to be recalled. If u is a stopping time, 
F(u-) denotes the u-algebra generated by F, and sets of the form A n (a > s} 
where A E F,, F(u-) is called the u-algebra of events strictly prior to u. 
F(u-) C_ F(u), and for X E RL, X- o u is F(u-) measurable. If u = t a.e., then 
F(u-) = F(t-) = v,,, F,. 
If X E QM is uniformly integrable and has variation K, then it is easy to 
see that E(C;P=O IE(AX,, 1 F(tk-))I) <K for t, # tj if j # k. This condition 
may fail if t, is replaced by a stopping time uk. Dellacherie [3, p. 1131 
constructs a uniformly integrable martingale M and a stopping time u such 
that AM o u G L’(P), and hence E(AM 0 u ( F(u-)) is not even defined. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A quasi-martingale {X,, F,, t ) 0) has property (S) if 
for every chain of stopping times {a,} such that u, < un+, on {urt+, < a~}, 
there exists a constant K, > 0 such that 
E 5 1 E(AX o U, I F(u,-))I Q K,. 
n=o 
A semi-martingale has property (S) if there exists a reducing sequence 
((a,, X’)) with each X” having property (S). 
For X E SM with property (S), the next theorem characterizes a large 
class of processes in RL which are intregrable with respect to X. 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let X E SM have property (S), and let f E RL satisfy 
c OGs<t 1 Af AX, ( < 00 a.e. for each t > 0, then $ is integrable with respect to 
X and 
lfdX=(f-dX+ 7 A&AX,. 
O&z(.) 
(3.4) 
Proof: First suppose X E QM. Also suppose X and 2 are bounded, then 
E(C [AX,(‘) < E(2V,(X) -Xi) ( 00. The last term is finite by Theorem 2.5. 
Let (0,) be an c-chain for f  with f’ = CFzo df 0 u,,)~,~,,~,~~+,)). By (3.3), 
its’fl=f (f’)- do+ ,;<, AfYXs 
0 0 
= i :cf’)-WJo+ 
&f~o,+rf Oa,)X,,,+,cl,AXoa,+,. 
n=O 
T-lim,, I fE dx exists if and only if r-lim Theo df o u,, 1 - 
f  0 Gx,on+,<. ,AXo on+1 exists as E + 0, because z-Cm,, s df’)- G!X exists 
by the definition of the integral in Section 2. Now, 
fo&+ : df~antl-f Oun)X,on+l<,,AX~u,tr- c AfAX, n=o o<s<t 
G 7 (f-Oo,t,-f ~~,)x,,.+,<dXo~,t, 
ZO 
+ 2 IALAXsl xt,~rs, <cl. (3.5) 
o<s<t 
For T > 0 fixed but arbitrary, 
as c-0 since COGsGT I Af, AX, I < co ; and hence, 
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Analysis of the first term of (3.5) requires the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let {Fk, k > 0) be an increasing family. Suppose 
{D,,k>,O}cL2(P)isadapted,andsuppose{A,,k~0}and{V,,k>,0}are 
predictable. Further, let 0 <A, <A,+ 1 and sup, ( V,) < 1 a.e., then 
Suppose the lemma is proved. Set Fk = F(a,+, - ), D, = AX0 uk+l 
(AX0 uk+r is F(uk+* -) measurable since uk+r < uk+* on {uk+* ( co}), 
vk = (f- 0 ok+, - f 0 uk)/& < 1 and A, = uk+, ; now apply the lemma to 
conclude 
P ~~g~~o~-~~~+,-f~~.)~,.~+,,,,dX.o.+,l~~ 1 I 
Q 16(&/6)‘E 2 IAX o u,J* 
n=O ) + W4 E ( 2 IWXo 0, I F@,, - 1)) n=l 
< lW/@*E (F lAx,l*) + WP)J4,, (3.6) 
where K, is the a finite constant which bounds the last sum by property (S). 
Letting E + 0 the right side of (3.6) goes to zero which shows that both sides 
of (3.5) r-converge to zero. Thus l f aX exists and satisfies (3.4). 
To remove the restriction X be bounded, note by Proposition 2.9 there 
exists a reducing sequence {(a,, Xn)} with X” and X” bounded. For 
O<E’<E 
P 
1 j 
sup I (f’-f”WI >s 
O<f<T I 
<P sup 
1 IJ 
(p-f”) dx” > 6 + P{U” < T}. O<f<T 
I I 
The last term goes to zero as n + co, and the second term goes to zero as 
E + 0. Hence {j ff dx: E > 0} is r-Cauchy which implies the existence of 
j f dx. j f dX also satisfies (3.4). The proof is complete once the lemma is 
proved. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.6. Set C, = D, and C, = D, - E(D, 1 Fkpl) for k > 1. 
W:) < W:). 
AP sup F V,~x+z~,Dk > A 
! I I>0 kc0 I ! 
1 t (,=I 
>A12 +2E 2 iE(Dk~Fk-$ 
(3.7) 
Set M, = CtTo V,C,; {M, , F,, , n > O} is a martingale. For t > 0, set 
o,=inf{k:A,+, > t}; ot is a stopping time of {Fk, k> 0) and 6, <u, for 
s < t. 
M: = i VkXlk<orl ck = i: VkXIAk<tI ck* 
k=O k=O 
By Doob’s optional 
martingale. Thus 
sampling theorem, (MT, F(n A a,), t >O} is a 
k=O 
Letting n --f co on the left side and substituting into (3.7) completes the 
proof. 
Remarks 3.7. If X E SM has property (S), and f E RL is such that 
c oGs<t(dfAX,I < 00 a.e., then 
(1) j”faTXESM, because If-a!XESMand CocsGc,,AfsAXsESM 
since it has paths of bounded variation. 
(2) If X is a martingale, l f dX will not be a martingale in general. 
(Compare with Theorem 2Sc.) 
(3) If either X E C or f E C, then If dx= I f - ti. In the latter 
case, this integral was also defined by Theorem 2.2~ and agrees with the 
integral as given by Definition 3.4. 
(4) Taking 6 = l/n and E = l/2” in (3.6) shows that 
i 
’ f dX= ,lk kgo f 0 o,((X-)T~+~ - (X-)yt) + f,AX, a.e. 
0 
uniformly for t in a bounded interval if {ut} is a l/2”-chain for J: 
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(5) If fE SM cs<t k!f,~XsI G Es<t INs12)“’ cL<t 1412Y2 < al 
a.e. by Proposition 3.1; thus, semi-martingales are always integrable, 
provided X has property (S). 
(6) The following problem is the stochastic analog of a differential 
equation : 
Given X E Sil4 with property (S), and F: I? + R continuously, does 
there exist a unique YE SM such that 
Yt= ‘F(Y,)dX,? 
I (3.8) 0 
When X has paths of bounded variation, (3.8) has a unique solution if F 
satisfies a Lipschitz condition, 1 F(x) - F(y) < K jx - y 1. This is sufficient to 
make the stochastic equation (3.8) meaningful in that the right side integral 
exists because CsGt IdF(Y,)dX,I < zsG,K ldY,dX,I < co a.e. by (5). 
(7) Semi-martingale integrals, when f belongs to RL, have received 
little previous attention. Meyer [6, p. 2741, contains a definition of an 
integral for f E RL, f suitably bounded, and X a square-integrable 
martingale. Denote this integral as *I f dx. In general *j f a!X # I f dX, as 
the following example shows: 
SetQ={A,B},P(A)=P(B)=f,~={#,fl},*=o(A,B},~ 
0 Q t ( 1 and 5 = X1 for 1 < t < co. All martingales on L&i!, P, 
of the form M; = aMl, where MI = Oxto,&) + lxrl,,dt)[xl 
hfdM= 1~~l.m which is the same as the pathwise Stieltjes 
*J  ^M dM is defined as the unique martingale such that 
-=X0 for 
!{3;}) are 
Al -xu?Il’ 
integral. 
(3.9) 
for each martingale N on (a, P, {&}), where 
[M,N],=L,-;i_m l$o (M(+) -M(+Jt)) 
X(N($h)-N($hl)) 
= bx,l.cm,(O 
for N = bM, and the right side integral is a Stieltjes integral. *j M dM = aM 
for some a E I?. Taking N = M in (3.9) yields 
aE(Mf) = E 
U 
m M,d[M, M], = 0. 
0 
Hence a=O, and O=*,fMdM#(MdM. 
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These results are taken in part from the author’s PhD dissertation under 
the directon of Professor M. M. Rao, University of California, Riverside, 
June 1978. 
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